
April is expected to be a very exciting month!

We start with a workshop...

Kinesthetic Grammar:
Activities for engaging
language learning!
 

Are the body and mind connected? And if so, can the body help the

brain remember and process information? Research suggests that

yes movement does aid cognitive function. In two separate studies,

younger students who were taught to use a gesture performed better

on math tests, and college students who used gestures were better

able to recall the details of a narrative. Add to this multiple studies

about the effects of exercise and blood flow to the brain, and it makes

sense that we might engage the body more fully in learning

environments. 

The next question is how. How can we use embodied learning,

which include the senses and vocalizations, emotions and

movement to enhance learners’ developing language? In this virtual

workshop, participants will experience different grammar-focused

activities that involve a kinesthetic approach to language practice.

After experiencing these activities as learners, participants will

discuss ways to adapt them for other structures and possibilities for

extending them into broader communicative projects

 

Saturday, 3 April 2021, 17.00 - 18.00. Only four seats available!

 When they are taken, we will announce a second date.

Alice Savage

Colin Ward

Buy now "60 Kinesthetic

Grammar Activities" and attend

the workshop for free.

 

...and continues with the largest and most attended foreign
language teaching event!

Visit our booth

And find out about the latest titles we represent in Greece and Cyprus!

Attend the workshop and presentations

Workshop by
Hanna
Kryszewska
Teaching from your
course book online...
with lots of fun and
without extra
preparation.

Sunday, 11 April 2021,

13.00-13.50 (Athens

Greece Time Zone)

Presentation by
Taylor Sapp
Outside the Box -
Incorporating short
fiction and creative
topics into the
classroom!

Sunday, 11 April 2021,

16.30-17.20 (Athens

Greece Time Zone)

Presentation by
Jane Revell
Surviving these
times...as best we can!

Sunday, 11 April 2021,

17.30-18.20 (Athens

Greece Time Zone)

Entrance to the Spring '21 Virtual International Publishers
Exhibition is free of charge for all foreign language
professionals. Click here to register now online.

http://www.des.org.gr/60-kinesthetic-grammar-activities/
https://www.ip-exhibitions.eu/events/spring-21-virtual-ip-exhibition/?utm_source=eInvitation&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=DES
https://www.ip-exhibitions.eu/events/spring-21-virtual-ip-exhibition/?utm_source=eInvitation&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=DES

